A CHRISTMAS CAROL TRIVIA QUIZ
( www.TriviaChamp.com )

Trivia questions about the Charles Dickens classic!

1> In what year was "A Christmas Carol" published?

2> What was the name of Ebenezer Scrooge's Business partner?

3> What is the opening line of "A Christmas Carol"?

4> Which ghost visited Scrooge first?

5> Who played Ebenezer in the film adaptation called "Scrooged"?

6> What is the name of the clerk who works for Scrooge?

7> What is the name of Bob Cratchit's son?

8> In the beginning of A Christmas Carol, Scrooge is invited by his nephew to spend Christmas with them. What is his name?

9> What was the last ghost to visit Scrooge?

10> The Ghost of Christmas Past shows that Scrooge was once engaged – what was her name?
Answers:

1> **1843** - On December 19th to be exact.
2> **Jacob Marley** - Jacob Marley had been dead for seven years at the beginning of the novel.
3> **Marley was dead to begin with.** - Marley was the former business partner of Scrooge.
4> **Marley** - In all, Scrooge was visited by 4 ghosts.
5> **Bill Murray** - Bill Murray played a big shot TV executive.
6> **Bob Cratchit** - Scrooge makes poor Bob Cratchit work Christmas Eve.
7> **Tiny Tim** - Tiny Tim was famous for saying "God bless us, everyone!".
8> **Fred** - Fred is the only living relative of Scrooge.
9> **The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come** - The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come showed Scrooge that he died unloved and unmourned.
10> **Belle** - Belle left Scrooge due to his obsession with money.
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